
Hakkasan Hanway Place 
Dim sum lunch



Guests with allergies and intolerances should make a member of the team 
aware, before placing an order for food or beverages.

Guests with severe allergies or intolerances, should be aware that although 
all due care is taken, there is a risk of allergen ingredients still being present. 

Please note, any bespoke orders requested cannot be guaranteed as entirely 
allergen free and will be consumed at the guest’s own risk.

Prices include VAT at the current rate.
A discretionary service charge of 13.5% will be added to your bill.



Bespoke tea listing by Yauatcha  
 
Blue Tea 安溪鐵觀音 Anxi Tie Guan Yin (roast) £6.00  
  Fujian, China

	 高山烏龍	 High Mountain Oolong £8.00 
  Ali Mountain, Chiayi, Taipei, Taiwan

	 古典美人	 Classical Beauty £6.80  
  Taipei, Taiwan 
 
 
White Tea	 銀針白毫（政和） Silver Needle £7.00  
  Fujian, China 
 
 
Dark Tea 普洱芽尖	 Tian Hong £4.20  
  Yuannan, China 
 
 
Black Tea 滇紅	 Old Puer Ya Jian £6.00  
  Yuannan, China  
 
 
Green Tea 三峽龍井綠茶	 Dragons Well green tea £6.00  
  Sanshia, Taipei, Taiwan 
 
 
Flower Tea 茉莉香片 Jasmine green tea £4.30 
  Taipei, Taiwan 
 
 
 蘭花包種茶 Orchid Pao Chung Cha £4.30 
  Taipei, Taiwan 

 
 



 GBP
Steamed 鮮蝦菲菜餃	 Chinese chive dumpling with prawn and crabmeat  6
 
 豬肉蝦燒賣 Pork and prawn shumai  6

	 帶子蝦燒賣 Scallop shumai with tobiko caviar  9

 鮑魚雞燒賣	 Abalone and chicken shumai 13

	 豆酥剁椒龍蝦餃	 Lobster and preseved chilli dumpling 13

 辣酒釀蒸龍脷紮	 Dover sole roll in chilli rice wine sauce 12 

	 荀尖鮮蝦餃	 Har gau  7

 竹笙瑤柱灌燙餃	 Seafood dumpling consommé  7

 酸辣牛肉小籠包 Hot and sour beef siew long bun 8

	 豆酥素石榴	 Soy crumble bean curd dumpling V 6
  with truffle and water chestnut

 蠔皇叉燒包 Char sui bun 5

 珍珠荷葉飯  Sticky rice in lotus leaf with wind-dried pork  6 
  and salted duck egg yolk

 XO帶子球	 XO scallop dumpling with Thai asparagus  9 
  and lingzhi mushroom

 金箔荔枝龍蝦餃	 Gold leaf lobster dumpling 14 
  with lychee and mustard

	 翡翠帝皇蟹餃		 Royal king crab and seafood jade dumpling 12
	

 黑菌佛手龍脷餃	 Black truffle and dover sole dumpling 12
  with chow chow and yam bean

 九層塔鵪鶉餃	 Quail and basil dumpling 10
  with Japanese bamboo shoot 

 雷沙湯丸	 Sweet black sesame ball V  5

	 綠茶流沙包		 Green tea custard bun with salty egg yolk V 6

 
Cheung Fun  梅菜叉燒腸粉	 Char sui and mui choi cheung fun 8

 芥蘭蝦腸粉	 Prawn and gai lan cheung fun 8

	 三菇滑腸粉 Three style mushroom cheung fun V 7

 百花腐皮腸粉	 Crispy beancurd cheung fun 9 
  with prawn, scallop and crab meat



 GBP
Fried, baked 香酥鴨春卷	 Crispy duck roll 9 
and grilled  
 芝麻蝦多士 Sesame prawn toast 14

 火鴨小南瓜 Crispy smoked duck and pumpkin puff  6

	 白汁龍蝦卷 Golden fried Lobster and cheese roll 10

	 川椒羊肉鍋貼		 Grilled lamb dumpling 7
  with Szechuan pepper

	 蘿蔔蔥油餅 Fried mooli and onion pancake V 5

	 XO帶子荔茸彈	 Fried XO scallop taro bomb 9
  with eryngii mushroom

	 辣汁蟹肉蘿蔔絲酥	 Spicy mooli and crab meat pastry 9
	 	

	 蜜汁鹿肉酥 Baked venison puff 6

	 上海雞鍋貼 Shanghai dumpling 6

	 羊肚菌香煎飽 Grilled morel mushroom bun V 7 

 金絲軟殻蟹 Golden fried soft shell crab 15 
	

 韭菜蘿蔔糕		 Pan-fried turnip cake 8

 羊肚菌春卷		 Morel mushroom and vegetable spring roll V 14
  with edamame and gui hua








